
Urinary tract infections (UTIs) are among the most common
infections in clinical practice worldwide, particularly among
outpatients. The dominant pathogen isolated in both
uncomplicated and complicated UTIs is Escherichia coli (E.
coli).1,2 UTIs are often treated empirically prior to identifying a
specific infectious agent and obtaining antibiotic
susceptibilities. Thus, antibiotic resistance rates can influence
therapeutic recommendations. However, little is known about
differences in antibiotic resistance rates for E. coli based on
whether the patient is from an urban or rural community.
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CONCLUSIONS

• Resistance to first-line fluoroquinolones (ciprofloxacin
and levofloxacin) and nitrofurantoin was more prevalent
in patients from rural compared to urban areas in
eastern North Carolina.

• Resistance rates and ESBL prevalence were significantly
higher for hospital-acquired UTIs.

• Our findings have important implications for the
empirical treatment of UTIs based on geographical area
and setting.

• The development of E. coli resistance to
fluoroquinolones is increasing worldwide, with recent
studies finding high resistance rates in Asia and an
observable upward trend occurring in North America.3 A
vital approach to improve UTI treatment involves
incorporating antimicrobial stewardship pharmacists in
the antibiotic selection process based on demographic
resistance patterns in underserved areas.
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STUDY OBJECTIVE
To compare antibiotic resistance rates for uropathogenic E.
coli based on setting of infection acquisition (hospital vs.
community) and community classification (urban vs. rural).

• 12,600 urine samples processed at a large hospital system
in North Carolina from 2016-2018 were analyzed to
determine the overall 3-year and annual resistance rates of
uropathogenic E. coli to routinely tested first-line
antibiotics via SAS (version 9.3) at alpha = 0.05.

• Antibiotic resistance rates per 1,000 patients were
compared based on setting of infection acquisition and
community classification.

• T-test and chi-square tests were used to compare
prevalence of extended spectrum β-lactamase (ESBL)-
producing E. coli isolates by demographic factors and
infection setting.
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